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Review Series: Nucleic Acids in Medicine

Nucleic acids in disease: Information launch-pad

RAMH.DATAR

INTRODUCTION
The past decade or so has seen a remarkable emergence of the so-
called 'translational medical research', where knowledge in
biological research, particularly molecular biology, has allowed
transition from the quest of academic mechanistic approaches to
actual 'application' in day-to-day clinical management. Thus,
technologies of molecular biology can be used in the diagnosis,
prognosis, and even therapy of diseases. Physicians can benefit by
combining their clinical acumen with knowledge of disease at the
molecular level and employing options that are available to
diagnose and treat these diseases using the tools of molecular
biology. Many clinicians from 'advantaged' establishments in
metropolitan cities are already aware of the potential use of these
tools. But they are too busy administering the existing clinical
management options for the huge number of patients to pause and
make conscious efforts to gather the relevant information about
the capability and tools of molecular medicine. By compiling
relevant information on molecular medicine, this series aims to
complement the existing clinical management, which has the
potential to substantially reduce medical costs associated with
current symptomatic treatment. The overall aim of this series,
therefore, is to bring into 'molecular focus' the art that physicians
are adept at-managing disease effectively.

Before delving further into the clinical applications of molecular
medicine, it must be emphasized that molecular biology (and hence
molecular medicine) involves the study and use of nucleic acids and
proteins, which form an equally vital cog in the wheel of control of
cellular functions. It is essentially because there has been an almost
concurrent and explosive growth in the knowledge of both these
classes of macromolecules that the scope of this series is restricted
to focus on nucleic acids. The subsequent articles in this series will
cover various aspects of applications of nucleic acids in diagnosis,
prognosis, therapy, medical commerce and future applications.
Beginning with a brief recapitulation of basic concepts in molecular
biology, this article presents an overview of the molecular
technologies that are available for clinical laboratories, followed by
a description of disease-associated alterations in nucleic acids that
can be used clinically.

RELEVANT CONCEPTS IN MOLECULAR MEDICINE
DNA and RNA structure and function
DNA is a relatively larger and more stable antiparallel, double-
stranded polydeoxyribonucleotide molecule where each deoxy-
ribonucleotide contains a phosphate moiety, a deoxyribose pentose
sugar, and either one of four possible bases: adenine (A), thymine
(T), guanine (G) or cytosine (C). Ofthese, A and G are the purines
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(2-ring bases) while T and C are the pyrimidines (I-ring bases).
Typical RNA is a relatively smaller, more labile and mostly
single-stranded molecule, with its component ribonucleotides
containing a phosphate moiety, a ribose-type pentose sugar and
one of the four bases with the base uracil in place of thymine in
DNA. DNA exists mainly as a nuclear genome, although a small
yet crucial DNA complement also exists as a mitochondrial
genome. The DNA in the nucleus is complexed with proteins such
as histones and non-his tones to form chromatin, which is the
chemical structural scaffolding of chromosomes (Fig. 1). Techni-
cally speaking, each chromosome is a single huge DNA duplex
supercoiled via solenoid structures.' The RNA, which can be
distinguished into three forms (ribosomal or rRNA, transfer or
tRNA and messenger or mRNA) is transcribed from the coding
sequences along the genomic DNA.

From a molecular perspective, a gene is a specific nucleotide
sequence that is transcribed into RNA. Structural genes encode
proteins. In humans, as in other eukaryotes, the coding or 'ex-
pressed' regions (exons) are interspersed with non-coding inter-
vening sequences (introns). While the primary gene transcripts
(heterogenous nuclear RNA or hnRNA) contains both exons and
introns, processed mRNA results after splicing together of exons
in the correct order. This mRNA is then transported to the
cytoplasm where it is translated into proteins, using ancillary
support from tRNA molecules which ferry the correct amino acids
to the ribosomes (the physical site for protein synthesis) composed
of rRNA and ribosomal proteins.

THE STRUCTURE OF DNR
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FIG1. Basic composition of DNA. Differences between DNA
and RNA structures are detailed in the text.
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Thanks to the global non-profit collaboration through the
Human Genome Project (HGP) and the commercial venture by

. Celera Genomics, the first draft of the human genomic organiza-
tion was recently completed." This is expected to result in a vast
amount of useful data about the human genome. Although the
predicted number of genes in the human diploid cell ranges from
40000to 140000, not all the genes are transcriptionally active in
all the cell lineages at all times. Gene expression differs in a
development-specific, differentiation-specific and tissue-specific
manner. Let us briefly consider how this fine-tuned control of gene
activity takes place.

Gene regulation
The eukaryotic genes have complex regulatory elements in the
proximity of (or at some distance from) the actual gene. The trans-
acting proteins (transcription factors or TF) recognize and bind
specific cis-acting sequence elements (Latin cis=close or near).
The cis-acting elements are about 8-10 nucleotides long, and fall
into four classes: promoters, enhancers, silencers and response
elements. While promoter elements serve to initiate the transcrip-
tion by binding with RNA polymerase and enhancer elements
bind with TF to enhance transcription, silencer elements are
negative regulators which reduce transcription. Response ele-
ments are found in inducible genes, the expression of which is
controlled by external factors such as hormones, growth factors or
by internal signalling molecules such as cyclic AMP (cAMP).
These sequences are located a short distance upstream of the
promoter elements, usually within a thousand nucleotides of the
transcription initiation site. A wide variety of response elements
for factors such as glucocorticoids, retinoic acid, growth factors,
cAMP, etc. are documented in different genes.' The inducible
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genes are transcribed at high levels following binding of the
signalling factor to the corresponding response element. Besides
these elements regulating individual genes, positive cis-acting
regulatory elements may occasionally coordinate the expression of
genes in gene clusters, examples of which are found located 50-
60 kilobases upstream ofthe genes for aand ~ globin gene clusters
for binding with specific TF.5

The binding of TF to target regulatory sequences usually
results due to extensive correspondence between the surface of a
domain of the protein and the surface features of the DNA double
helix in a specific region. Typically, two distinct functional
domains can be identified in a TF, a DNA binding domain and an
activation domain. Many TFs fine-tune their regulatory potential
by homodimer versus heterodimer formation. In the latter, each
monomer binds to a half-target sequence, allowing combination
of unique controls. An example of such a TF combination are the
eukaryotic jun andfosproteins. Thus, while thejun-jun homodimer
binds weakly to AP-I promoter, the jun-fos heterodimer binds
tightly to the same sequence.s-' Thus, expression of any gene is a
result of the interplay between extracellular and intracellular
signalling molecules, cis-regulatory elements and TFs.

Cell cycle and apoptosis
Molecular events in the cell cycle and apoptosis have been
extensively reviewed elsewhere in the recent literature.!? Brief
descriptions of the cell cycle and apoptosis follow.

Growing and dividing cells in eukaryotes traverse through a
cell division cycle which is divisible into four phases: the G1(first
gap), S (synthetic phase), G2 (second gap) and M (mitotic phase).
The period between two cell divisions (G1+S+G2 phases) is
referred to as interphase (Fig. 2). A number of cell division cycle
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FIG2. Cell cycle regulation. In normal cells, the positive regulators (shown in green) are functionally balanced by negative regulators
(shown in red), particularly at the Gl-S restriction point (R). This balance may be disturbed in disease.
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(cdc) genes act both at the G 1commitment (restriction or R) point,
or the boundary between G2 and M phases; and phosphorylation
is known to be the general control mechanism for the cdc gene
products. The cdc genes encode cyclin-dependent kinases, or
CDKs, which complex with cyclin proteins. The cyclin-CDK
complex formation results in phosphorylation (and inactivation)
of RB (first discovered in retinoblastoma) protein, leading to
release and nuclear translocation of the transcription factor E2F.
This marks the exit of the cell from G1 into S phase, where E2F
induces transcription of a number of DNA synthetic genes. As an
additional regulatory mechanism, the phosphorylation function of
cyclin-CDK complexes is inhibited by CDK inhibitor proteins
(CDKi), such as the cip/kip family member genes encoding p27
and p21, and INK4 A family genes encoding p16 and pI4/pI9.
Besides these proteins, p53 plays a dual role in the cell cycle, both
at the GI-S checkpoint via upregulation of p21 expression, and at
the G2-M transition by inhibiting cdc2 and cyclin B 1production.
A normal cell has mechanisms to sense damage to its replicative
machinery, and unless these damages are repaired in GI, apoptosis
is activated and the cell exits the cell cycle and eventually dies.

Apoptosis is programmed or cell-initiated cell death that is
induced in response to physiological or developmental signals to
remove cells, The signal for apoptosis comes, in most part, from
the 'master switch': p53 protein. In a dividing cell that has
accumulated oxidative DNA damage due to viruses, chemothera-
peutic drugs or gamma and UVB radiations, p53 recognizes the
damaged integrity of DNA in the G1phase of the cell cycle. It then
either chooses to bring about growth arrest by exiting the cell cycle
or forcing the cell to undergo apoptosis by exerting a dual effect on
bel 2 family proteins. Thus, it represses transcription of anti-
apoptotic bel 2 family genes while simultaneously stimulating
transcription of pro-apoptotic BAX family genes. Having received
the 'self-destruct' signal, enzymes called pro-caspases are acti-
vated to caspases (also referred to as interleukin-If converting
enzyme or ICE family members), which begin a cascade activat-
ing a series of proteases, nucleases and other catabolic enzymes.
The cells dying by apoptosis usually shrink and their membrane
undergoes blebbing. This is accompanied by the characteristic
chromatin condensation and DNA ladder formation due to cleavage
by Mg- and/or Ca-dependent endonucleases, The small, mem-
brane-bound vesicles generated by cell fragmentation are efficiently
engulfed by macrophages in the surrounding tissue and are com-
pletely digested, bypassing inflammation, unlike in necrosis.

A number of proteins are required to maintain or prevent the cell
cycle, and to induce or inhibit apoptosis. The targets of these events
are generally nuclear proteins such as products of oncogenes, TFs,
suppressor gene products and products of mismatch repair genes.

Mismatch repair system
Short tandem repeat (STR) sequences or dinucleotide and tri-
nucleotide repeat sequences (microsatellites) in genomic DNA
are prone to replication errors due to strand slippage. The mis-
match repair (MMR) genes encode a repair system, which detects
the mismatches and excises and replaces the incorrect bases.

A total of five human mismatch repair or 'mutator' genes are
now identified; hMSH 2 (human homologue 2 of E. coli Mut s)
located at chromosome 2p21-22, hMLHl, hPMSI and hPMS2
(homologues of E. coli Mut I gene) at chromosomal locations
3p21.3, 2q31-33 and 7p22, respectively, and hMSH6 (2pI6).10
The loss of function of these genes is caused either by mutations
or silencing of gene promoters by DNA methylation, and results
in accumulation of uncorrected replication errors which manifest
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as repeat expansions, probably making growth suppressor genes
and oncogenes vulnerable to mutations. This is of particular
relevance in cancer.

Thus, any lasting interruption in function of one of the crucial
control elements of gene expression, cell cycle, apoptosis or
mismatch repair has a potential for disrupted cellular pathways,
which may potentially result in disease.

GENE REARRANGEMENTS
Mutations
In spite of many safeguards, DNA replication errors do occur,
which may affect one or more nucleotides. Besides, mutagens
such as viruses, chemicals or gamma and UVB radiations cause
permanent nucleotide sequence changes or 'mutations' in either
single nucleotide locations (point mutations) or larger chromo-
somal regions (chromosomal aberration). Since a vast majority of
the human genome is non-coding, mutations occurring in this
region are most often non-affecting (unless, as is beginning to be
understood, they occur in gene regulatory sequences, whereby the
binding of TF and other regulators is affected). The mutations
occurring in the coding regions or exons, on the other hand, can
alter the structure and hence the functions of the proteins. While
the gerrnline mutations occurring in gametic cells may be trans-
mitted to the next generation through the gametes, the somatic
mutations are not hereditary. Substitution of a purine base by
another purine, or that of a pyrimidine by another pyrimidine, is
called 'transition'. The replacement of a purine by a pyrimidine,
or vice versa, is referred to as 'transversion' . Transitions are more
common than trans versions. Point mutations are classified as
silent (when mutation in a base does not change the amino acid
sequence), neutral (when a base mutation changes an amino acid
but the replacement does not affect a protein structure and func-
tion), mis-sense (when base alteration leads to amino acid change
that causes structural and functional protein change) and non-
sense mutations (when a base change replaces a codon for an
amino acid by a translation termination codon, prematurely trun-
cating the protein). Other mutations that lead to either an 'inser-
tion' or a 'deletion' of a nucleotide pair in a sequence lead to
frameshift mutation, which can either change the amino acid
sequence of a protein or may result in protein truncation due to
altered reading frame of codons. A mutation in splice donor or
splice acceptor sites can result in exon skipping or an intron
inclusion in the final mRNA as shown in Fig. 3. Such alternative
splice variants may result in dysfunctional proteins, a common
feature of neoplastic cells.

Nucleotide sequence alterations due to point mutations can be
identified using the amazing tools of molecular biology-the type
II restriction endonucleases. These bacterial enzymes cleave DNA
in a sequence-specific manner. If a sequence mutation associated
with a disease results in either a loss or creation of a new restriction
endonuclease cleavage site, it leads to restriction fragment-length
polymorphism (RFLP), which can be identified using Southern
hybridization or PCR techniques described below. Not only point
mutations but alterations over larger stretches of DNA such as large
insertions or deletions, and the repeat expansions described above
can also characterize or cause disease conditions. 11These too can be
identified using the techniques of Southern hybridization or PCR.

Chromosomal aberrations
Classical cytogenetics has been pivotal in identifying a large
number of numerical and structural aberrations in chromosome
complements. The mechanisms of numerical changes (aneup-
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a) Normal Transcription

b) Splice Variation
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FIG3. Splice variants resulting from point mutation. A point
mutation at 'splice-acceptor' site before exon B yield two
alternative splice variants, one missing an exon and the other
containing an intron. Both these translate into altered protein.
(A, B, C and D: exons; 11, 12and I3: introns)

loidy) and other chromosomal aberrations commonly seen in
various diseases have been reviewed by Tucker and Preston. 12The
trisomy of chromosome 21 in Down syndrome, trisomy of chromo-
some 18 in Edward syndrome, trisomy of chromosome 13 in Patau
syndrome, presence of an extra copy of chromosome X in Klinefelter
syndrome (47 ,XXY), etc. are some of the celebrated examples of
numerical chromosomal aberrations. Ten- to hundred-fold ampli-
fications of regions of chromosomes are a typical feature of a
number of cancers, where highly amplified genes in these regions
result in pathological overproduction of proteins. The amplified
gene regions mostly exist as l-megabase-sized DNA circles
called double minutes in the nucleoplasm, while in 5% of the cells
these can be discerned intrachromosomally as distinctive homo-
geneously staining regions (HSRs) with repetitive banding pat-
tern. Examples of genes thus identified are NMYC in neuroblas-
toma, EGFR in epidermal cancer, HER2/neu in breast cancer, etc.
Another phenomenal achievement by classical cytogeneticists is
the characterization of various structural chromosomal aberra-
tions such as translocations, inversions and deletions that mark
neoplastic disease conditions." All these numerical and structural
chromosomal aberrations can now be identified with high accu-
racy using molecular genetic techniques such as FISH (fluores-
cent in situ hybridization), chromosomal painting and CGH
(comparati ve genomic hybridization) which are described briefly
below.

TECHNOLOGIES AND TOOLS
Southern and northern hybridization
This simple technique to transfer size-fractionated denatured
DNA or RNA molecules from an agarose gel to a nitrocellulose or
nylon membrane filter, developed by Edwin M. Southern" in 1975
has served as an invaluable tool for molecular biologists the world
over. A radioisotopically or non-isotopically labelled 'probe'
specific for a target sequence is hybridized with the template DNA
immobilized on the membrane and the hybrids denoting the
presence of target sequence are detected by the appropriate method.

Polymerase chain reaction
Initially developed as an in vitro alternative for cell-based gene
cloning, 15PCR has become an essential technique of any modem
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laboratory. Numerous modifications ofPCR have evolved over the
last two decades, which have spawned off routine applications in
clinical diagnoses to detect the presence of pathogen DNA se-
quences as well as alterations such as mutations and deletions in
human gene sequences in disease conditions. 16Briefly, this tech-
nique uses synthetic primer sequences that are complementary to
sequences flanking the target DNA sequence. Through repeated
cycles of primer annealing, chain extension and denaturation (Fig.
4), the target sequence is amplified several million-fold and
detected by agarose gel electrophoresis. The use of thermally
resistant DNA polymerases has been an important factor in the
development of automated thermal cyclers. PCR has even re-
placed the classic combination of RFLP and Southern hybridiza-
tion to detect changes in DNA sequence.

RT-PCR
This is among the most sensitive techniques available for detection
of gene transcripts in vitro. Here the mRNA template is copied into
a complementary DNA (cDNA) transcript using the enzyme re-
verse transcriptase (RT), followed by amplification of the cDNA
using PCR. Three types of RTs are commercially available, which
include the mesophilic retroviral enzymes derived from Avian
Myeloblastosis Virus (AMV) and Moloney Murine Leukemia Virus
(M-muLV), and a thermostable DNA polymerase rTth from the
bacterium Thermus thermophilus. Three types of sequences can be
used to prime reverse transcription reactions; oligo(dT)12_18primers
(which bind to the 3'poly-A tail present in mosteukaryotic mRNAs),
random hexanucleotides (which can bind at any complementary
sequence throughout the length of mRNA), or gene-specific oligo-
nucleotides (which are complementary to unique regions towards
the 3' end of transcripts).

In situ RT-PCR can be carried out for the detection of mRNAs
in fixed cell preparation on slides, giving the molecular identifica-
tion a morphological correlate.'? Exonuclease-free DNA poly-
merase and pretreatment of the cells with T4 ligase to repair the
nicks in endogenous DNA are employed to reduce the artifactual
false-positive signals typically seen in the apoptotic cells.

Quantitative real-time RT-PCR is the relatively recent modifica-
tion of in vitro RT-PCR that permits precise determination of the
absolute abundance 'of a specific transcript. Real-time PCR em-
ploys fluorescent TaqMan probes 18or molecular beacons 19to track
the kinetic progress ofPCR as the amplification proceeds. The same
technique can also be applied for detection of extremely low copy
viral DNA molecules." Competitive commercial development of
automated real-time cyclers and enhancement of fluorochromes for
detection will probably lower the currently prohibitive cost.

Mutation detection assays
Commonly used methods for detecting mutations are single-
strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) and heteroduplex
analysis (HA). Besides these, a host of other technologies have
evolved over the years, yielding increasingly accurate results,
many with a promise for high-throughput capability. The promi-
nent ones among these are described in brief below.

In SSCP, PCR products «300 base pairs) are denatured to
single strands and allowed to refold on themselves and resolved by
non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (ND-PAGE).
A strand differing from another by one or more nucleotide changes
assumes a different conformation. Detection is achieved by silver
staining, or by autoradiography or fluorescence by virtue of
labelled PCR primers. A limitation of SSCP, however, is that the
absence of a conformation change may not mean absence of a
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FIG 4. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR). In vitro enzymatic amplification procedure can yield in excess of a million-fold amplification
of the starting target DNA molecule by cyclic repetition of denaturation, primer annealing and chain extension. The excess of primers
(PI and P2) added in the beginning of the reaction are extended as copies of the template DNA molecule under the action of thermo-
stable Taq polymerase enzyme.

mutation. A number of diseases have been subjected to mutation
detection via SSCP,21

HA detects double-stranded DNA molecules with one or more
nucleotide mismatches between the two hybridized strands. De-
naturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) or one of its various
modifications are used to detect mutations in clinical samples."
During gel electrophoresis, a heteroduplex migrates slower than a
homoduplex. Increasing the temperature or denaturant concen-
tration in a resolving gel causes preferential melting at the mismatch
region, leading to an abrupt drop in the mobility of the heteroduplex.
Complete separation of the two strands is avoided by a GC clamp
introduced at one end of the heteroduplex through PCR primers.
While SSCP and HA allow mutation detection based on single- or
double-stranded DNA conformations, they do not provide any
information on the locus of the mutation(s). These diagnostic tests,
therefore, often need to be confirmed by direct DNA sequencing.

Enzyme mismatch cleavage (EMC) methods use bacterio-
phage resolvases (T4 endonuclease VII and T7 endonuclease I) to
cleave the site of mismatch in fluorescently tagged PCR products.
These then analyse the products by gel resolution to localize the
position of cleavage. This method detects deletions more effi-
ciently than point mutations." In contrast, the chemical mismatch
cleavage (CMC) method uses chemicals (osmium tetroxide and
hydroxylamine) that specifically recognize and react with mis-
matched base(s). Piperidine is used to cleave the modified base,
and the resultant products are separated by size to determine the
location of mismatched bases. This procedure allows precise
detection of mutations."

Dideoxy fingerprinting (ddF) combines dideoxy chain termina-

tion with SSCP to detect a mutation. 25 A modification of this method
can also use RNA as the starting material." The dideoxynucleotide
chain-terminated products are resolved through a non-denaturing
gel. The presence or absence of a band with respect to control DNA
will locate the position of the polymorphism.

In glycosylase-mediated polymorphism detection (GMPD),
limiting amounts of dUTP are incorporated in place of dTIP
during PCR amplification of the target DNA. Treatment of the
amplified DNA with uracil- N-glycosy lase creates an abasic nucle-
otide at the position of deoxyuridine, which is cleaved with an
endonuclease to generate a series of nested fragments." Novel or
missing bands at a specific position compared to the control
indicate a mutation. Since most of the known human point
mutations involve dT, GMPD is probably the most versatile
method to detect point mutations.

In the amplification refractory mutation system (ARMS), two
PCR reactions are carried out. In the first, a forward primer
matching the normal allele is used, whereas the second uses a
forward primer matching the mutant sequence, with a mismatch
at the 3' end of the primer. The reverse primer is the same in both
reactions. With a homozygous mutation, only the second reaction
generates a product, while for a heterozygous individual both
reactions yield products."

In allele-specific oligo (ASO) hybridization, a pair of 15- to
l7-mer oligonucleotide probes, one corresponding to the mutant
and the other to the normal allele, are hybridized to genomic DNA
or cDNA immobilized to a nitrocellulose membrane by dot/slot
blotting. The mismatch in the mutant probe is toward the middle.
Under high stringency hybridization, a mutant allele will be
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discriminated from the normal allele by virtue of the signal."
Reverse ASO hybridization employs similar oligo probes immo-
bilized to nylon membranes and hybridized to PCR-amplified
products of the target sequence" This rather simple and high-
throughput method for detecting known mutations is a forerunner
of the new DNA microarray technology. .

Oligonucleotide ligation assay (Ol.A) uses the absolute depen-
dence on complementarity with the target DNA so as to allow
ligation between adjacently placed oligos. PCR-amplified target
DNA is hybridized with an oligo probe labelled with biotin and
another mutation-specific oligo with a fluorescent reporter molecule.
Ligation reaction follows, where the two probes ligate only when the
ligating ends perfectly hybridize to the target DNA. The product of
ligation is captured onto a streptavidin-coated microtitre plate, and
the detection of fluorescence signals presence of the mutation."

Protein truncation test (PIT) is a highly sensitive method for
detecting non-sense frameshift, splice site, insertion, and exon
deletion mutations in a gene. In a coupled transcription-translation
system, mRNA is translated in vitro to detect translation termina-
tion or aberrant-sized peptides. A limitation ofPTT, however, is that
it is unable to detect mis-sense mutations. This technique is utilized
for mutation detection in cases of APC (adenomatous polyposis
coli), dystrophin, BRCAI and BRCA2 genes."

Several automated high-throughput methods of mutation de-
tection such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR), mass spectro-
metry (MS), etc. are evolving.P:" The most prominent among
these is the use of microarrays. 35 A microarray consists of as many
as 100000 sequence-defined 15-20 nucleotide-long oligo se-
quences ('probes') representing all types of single nucleotide
changes, such as substitution, deletion and insertion on a semi-
conductor chip in a grid pattern. Fluorescent-tagged, PCR-ampli-
fied test DNA sequences (called 'targets') are hybridized to
immobilized 'probes'. The resulting signals are then compared to
the normal profile to determine if mutations are present."

CHROMOSOMAL HYBRIDIZA nON ASSAYS TO DETECT
CHROMOSOMAL ABERRA nONS
In situ hybridization
In tissue in situ hybridization, a suitably labelled complementary
RNA (cRNA) probe or riboprobe is hybridized against RNA in
tissue sections derived from either paraffin embedded or frozen
tissues and intracellular mRNA is localized by bright field micros-
copy. Non-isotopic labelling has replaced radioactive probes, which
in turn has made this technology more amenable to clinicallabora-
tories." The chromosome in situ hybridization procedure, on the
other hand, uses a suitably labelled DNA probe to hybridize with in
situ denatured chromosomal DNA to detect the location of the
complementary target DNA sequence. Chromosome banding per-
formed either before or after the hybridization allows correlation of
the signal with chromosome band pattern. Fluorescent in situ
hybridization (FISHj38 is a molecular cytogenetic technique that
uses several kilobase-Iong fluorescently labelled single-stranded
probes which are either locus-specific or alphoid (centromeric)
repeat DNA probes. While the former type of probes hybridize with
and report on specific genetic anomalies such as translocations and
amplifications, the latter probes are useful for identification of
specificchromosomes. The hybridization signaldetection is achieved
using an epi-fluorescence microscope. Sophisticated digital image
analysis equipment is now routinely used to analyse the results of
FISH. Chromosome painting is a modification of FISH, which
involves using individual chromosome-specific fluorochrome-
labelled probes to 'paint' the chromosomes." Chromosome paint-
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ing can be applied to both metaphase and interphase nuclei and is
particularly useful in defining the gene rearrangements in cancer
cytogenetics since chromosome preparations from tumours are
often of poor quality. Five synthetic fluorescent labels are used in
different ratios to label the chromosomes. Variation of ratios allows
expansion of the five basic spectral patterns to yield 24 differently
fluorescent dyes required for visualizing each chromosome dis-
tinctly. Albeit expensive at present, this technique is increasingly
being applied to clinical situations to analyse large chromosome
deletions and amplifications, and translocations between non-
homologous chromosomes.

Comparative genomic hybridization (CGH)
CGH, mostly applied in case of cancers, uses a mixture of matched
tumour DNA and normal control DNA labelled with different
fluorochromes to hybridize with chromosomes of normal cells in
competitive FISH. When both the normal DNA and tumour DNA
bind the template normal DNA in equal amounts, a resultant
fluorochrome colour pattern is seen. An excess fluorescence of
tumour DNA type indicates amplification of that region in the
tumour DNA, while predominance of a fluorescence from the
normal DNA label indicates loss of the corresponding DNA
sequence from the tumour DNA. The 'gain' is indicative of
oncogene amplification, whereas the 'loss' suggests deletions of
tumour suppression genes, thus revealing all the regions of ampli-
fication and losses of genes in a single experiment. The technique
of CGH has been able to detect a variety of such gene amplifica-
tions and losses in a number of cancer tissues."

MOLECULAR PATHOLOGY OF SOME DISEASES
Infectious diseases
Molecular techniques that have helped to dissect the pathology of
infectious diseases are playing an even more important role both
in the diagnosis and design of drugs and vaccines to combat
infections. The associations of Helicobacter pylori with gas-
troduodenal disorders" and cytomegaloviruses and Chlamydia
pneumoniae with atherogenesis" have forced revision of contem-
porary thinking about the pathogenesis of chronic organ and tissue
diseases. Not just oral cancer-which takes a crushing toll in
India thanks to tobacco-related habits-but also oral infections
such as dental caries and periodontal disease are fast becoming
amenable to molecular diagnosis using saliva as a convenient
substitute for blood." Similar PCR-based diagnostic assays are
available for malaria," pneumonia." hepatitis Band C viral
infections," meningitis" and sexually transmitted diseases."

Tuberculosis (TB) is a dreaded infectious disease that, in spite
of the availability of potent antagonistic drugs, is known to
continue to develop into drug-resistant entities in many cases.
Early diagnosis of tuberculosis is crucial for early medical inter-
vention and prevention of spread of the bacteria. Molecular
diagnostic techniques such as PCR have been shown to be very
useful for an effective early detection. The high-sensitivity PCR
test can shorten diagnostic duration from several weeks to one or
two days." In fact, PCR can offer a definitive diagnosis even in
cases where acid-fast bacilli (AFB) are not demonstrable in
granulomatous inflammations although the clinical symptoms are
suggestive of tuberculosis. It has been shown, for example, that
M. tuberculosis DNA can be extracted even from paraffin sec-
tions and amplified by PCR with the IS61 10 primers specific for
the Mtb complex and the specific PCR product detected by
agarose gel electrophoresis. 50

Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) has rapidly
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become pandemic in India and its toll is rightly being predicted to
be devastating." The study of the molecular pathogenesis of AIDS
and influenza has delivered a strong boost to drug design strate-
gies revol ving around viral structure. Examples of such successful
development of drugs are HIV protease inhibitors'? and influenza
neuraminidase inhibitor.P Equally important will be the charac-
terization of the human genome through the HGP and elucidation
of those single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) which are
expected to yield pointers to susceptibility to infectious diseases in
some individuals relative to others or their response to a drug."

Genetic diseases
In India haemoglobinopathies such as thalassaemia and haemo-
philia are important public health problems. It is estimated that
these inherited disorders will affect about 12000 infants born
every year," imposing upon the patients and their families stag-
gering costs by way of frequent blood transfusions and physical
and psychological trauma. A preventive genetic approach includ-
ing carrier detection and prenatal molecular diagnosis coupled
with genetic counselling are emerging as important options for
couples at high risk for haemoglobinopathies. Molecular diagnos-
tic methods are available for haemophilia," alpha thalassaemia"
and beta thalassaemia."

In recent years, the molecular basis of neurodegenerative
diseases is being elucidated." At least eight neurodegenerative
disorders are known to be caused by unstable expansions of the
trinucleotide CAG within the related genes.v-? Huntington's
disease (HD) being the commonest example. Here, the number of
CAG repeats in the HD gene of the affected individual jumps to an
average of 80 from the normal average of about 27 repeats. Other
similar genetic diseases are Fragile X syndrome (CCG repeat
expansion in FRAXA or FRAXE genes) and myotonic dystrophy
(CTG repeat expansion in DM gene). The unusual clinical genetic
properties of these diseases are related to the dynamic nature of
CAG repeat expansions, including instability of the repeat expan-
sion in meiosis, particularly meiosis in the male. Thus, there is a
strong correlation between the size of the repeat expansion and age
of onset of disease; higher the rate of repeat expansion in
succeeding generations, the earlier is the onset of disease. This
phenomenon is called 'anticipation'. Simple non-isotopic PCR
assays with a potential for diagnostic use have been developed that
can identify such repeat expansion. I I .

Cancer
Multiple genomic alterations involving oncogenes, tumour
suppressor genes and DNA mismatch repair have been character-
ized in cancers. For example, the K-ras gene is somatically
mutated in codons 12, 13 and 61 in several sporadic human
cancers, including colorectal, pancreatic and lung cancers. Clini-
cal samples used for molecular diagnosis can be stool and lavage
fluid, pancreatic and duodenal juices, and sputum and lavage
fluids. The diagnostic methods used include Southern hybridiza-
tion, PCR, or a combination of PCR and RFLP or SSCP.62

As noted above, chromosomal rearrangements such as trans-
locations form the hallmark of many cancers, which have been
dissected for their molecular basis. These alterations can be
identified at the molecular level using techniques such as FISH or
PCR. An example of the latter is the development of single-step
multiplex nested RT-PCR assays for sensitive screening of
patients with myeloproliferative conditions such as chronic
myeloid leukaemia (CML) and acute myeloid leukaemia (AML)
for the presence of underlying BCR-ABL fusion transcripts that
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are characteristic of many patients with these diseases. 63A similar
diagnostic test for chimeric PAX3-FKHR transcript resulting
from the translocation t(2; 13)(q35,q14) has recently become avail-
able for childhood rhabdornyosarcoma.v'

RT-PCR is also being increasingly applied to the identification
of occult metastatic cancer cells in peripheral blood, bone marrow
and lymph nodes, which has resulted in a significant increase in
sensitivity and reduction in tedium associated with histopatho-
logical examination." Attempts are being made to standardize the
protocols, reagents and choice of molecular targets across clinical
laboratories, which should yield the development of globally
uniform assays."

In summatiorr, the continuing evolution of the molecular biology
of human diseases is having profound effects throughout the field of
medicine. Clinical translation of the molecular data and techno-
logies has facilitated development of assays for DNA or RNA
sequences to diagnose infectious, malignant and genetic diseases.
Many of the assays have been used clinically, and form an integral
part of patient care under advanced medicine by effecting cost
savings through earlier and more accurate diagnosis. Thus, molecular
diagnostic tests can contribute to efficient disease management.

Fiction writer Don DeLillo says in Underworld: 'You didn't
see because you don'tknow how to look. And you don't know how
to look, because you don't know the names.' The exciting research
findings in molecular biology of diseases have helped us 'know
the names', which, in turn, is letting us 'see'.
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